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Is California’s 
high-speed 
rail plan a 
pipe dream?
SAN FRANCISCO: Keith Erwin was about
to buy the land that his auto repair shop sits
on when he was turned down because
California’s much awaited high-speed rail
line was going to pass through the spot. Five
years later, he sees no train coming anytime
soon and no longer believes in it. “It’s a train
that’s going to go nowhere,” the mechanic
said at his garage in Fresno, just steps from
where the train is supposed to eventually
pass. Even though construction is well
underway in Fresno, Erwin insisted: “I think
they’re out of money. I don’t think they’re
going to build it at all from what we see.”

In February, newly elected Governor
Gavin Newsom announced he was drasti-
cally revising downward the high-speed rail
project to link Los Angeles to San
Francisco in three hours, even though the
plan was approved in a 2008 referendum.
The federal government indicated Thursday
it was scrapping a $900 million subsidy
due to “chronic” construction delays. A

growing chorus of critics and multiple court
challenges set back the project, and con-
struction only began in 2015. Train travel
has not been popular in this sprawling
state-the most populous in the country-
where the car is king.

While many countries began providing
high-speed rail starting in the 1980s,
California kept investing in road infrastruc-
ture. “The culture of the state itself has really
been about our vehicles and our cars... but
now that’s changing,” California High Speed
Rail regional director Diana Gomez told AFP.
Her group is responsible for creating, build-
ing and implementing the project. She noted
that younger generations now want to use
public transportation and are placing their
bets on high-speed rail, which is better for
the environment.

Minimalist solution
Traveling the 380 miles that separate Los

Angeles from San Francisco takes at least six
hours by car. It’s only an hour by plane but
chronic traffic jams to get to the airport fol-
lowed by security checks make the three-
hour train journey an appealing solution for
many travelers.

“But let’s be real. The project, as currently
planned, would cost too much and take too
long. There’s been too little oversight and not
enough transparency,” Newsom said in his
State of the State address in February. “Right
now, there simply isn’t a path to get from

Sacramento to San Diego, let alone from San
Francisco to LA. I wish there were.”

The project budget has jumped 20 per-
cent over initial estimates, to reach $77 bil-
lion. But California is not giving up on what
critics call the “train to nowhere.” Newsom
said focus would now be on a section of the
corridor that’s only about a third of the total
distance, linking Merced and Bakersfield,

with Fresno at the halfway point. Industry
watchers say the reduced ambitions are a
mistake. “It absolutely does not make sense,”
said Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris, an urban
planning professor at the University of
California, Los Angeles (UCLA). “Any transit
project needs big (urban) centers as origins
and destinations, and so to have something
like that... all but kills the project.” —AFP

SAN FRANCISCO: Construction of the high-speed railway line crosses the San
Joaquin River in Fresno, California, amid ongoing construction of the railway in
California’s Central and San Joaquin Valleys. —AFP

Concerns for 
Thomas Cook 
trips after 
share collapse
LONDON: British holidaymakers yester-
day flooded troubled tour operator
Thomas Cook with concerns about their
trips, after its share price collapsed. All
eyes are on what will happen to the
stock value of Britain’s oldest and largest
independent travel company when the
markets reopen on Monday. Shares
dived on Friday after Citigroup report-
edly warned in a broker note that the
stock was worthless. The company’s
share price fell 27.26 percent to just
14.26 pence in midday deals on the
London stock market. The news came
one day after Thomas Cook revealed
that first-half losses widened on a major
writedown, which it blamed in part on
Brexit uncertainty that has delayed sum-
mer holiday bookings.

The firm posted a net loss of £1.47
billion ($1.89 billion, 1.69 billion euros) in
the six months to March 31, after cus-
tomers also put off trips abroad last win-
ter. The loss after tax, after a writedown
of £1.1 billion, compared with a net loss
of £254 million in the first half of its
2017-2018 financial year. Responding to
customer concerns on its social media
pages, the company said that all its holi-
days were financially protected through
ATOL, the tour operators’ licensing
scheme. “This announcement has no
impact on future holidays or flight only
bookings. All our holidays are fully
ATOL-protected, so customers can con-
tinue to book with confidence,” the firm
said on Twitter.

Company sees ‘headwinds’
In reaction to the company losses,

Thomas Cook chief executive Peter
Fankhauser said the first half of the year
had been characterized by “an uncertain
consumer environment” across all its
markets. “Our current trading position
reflects a slower pace of bookings,
against a strong first half in 2018,” he
said. “As we look ahead to the remainder

of the year, it’s clear that, notwithstand-
ing our early decision to mitigate our
exposure in the ‘lates’ market by reduc-
ing capacity, the continued competitive
pressure resulting from consumer uncer-

tainty is putting further pressure on mar-
gins. “This, combined with higher fuel
and hotel costs, is creating further head-
winds to our progress over the remain-
der of the year.” —AFP

LONDON: In this file photo, pedestrians walk past the entrance to a Thomas
Cook holiday shop in London. Thomas Cook widened first-half losses on a
major writedown caused in part by Brexit uncertainty that has delayed
summer holiday bookings, the British tour operator said. —AFP

Tariffs could lead 
to markdowns 
in retail shares
NEW YORK: US retailer stocks have moved from
buoyant to bruised this year and the intensification
of the US-China trade war makes them especially
vulnerable because consumer products would be
targeted in the next round of threatened tariff
increases. The potential impact of the trade dispute
is likely to be a key issue next week when Home
Depot, Nordstrom, Kohl’s and Target are due to
report results. Although it reported better-than-
expected earnings, Macy’s shares slipped this week
after it said the latest tariffs on Chinese imports by
Washington are hitting its furniture business and
warned that additional tariffs would affect clothing
and other areas.

Late last week, after Washington imposed a tar-
iff rate increase to 25 percent on $200 billion worth
of Chinese imports, US President Donald Trump
ordered his trade chief to begin the process of
imposing tariffs on all remaining imports from
China, which would subject about $300 billion
worth of Chinese imports to tariffs. The proposed
list of products subject to possible US tariffs would
cover nearly every consumer product such as
clothing, shoes and lawnmowers. The S&P 1500
Retailing index had been outperforming the bench-
mark S&P 500 this year as the market bounced
back from a December selloff and optimism grew
that the United States and China may soon come to
a trade agreement.

But the index has fallen more than the broader
market in recent weeks as optimism on the trade
front has eroded. Since April 30, the retailing index
is down about 3.4percent, compared with about a
2.5percent decline in the S&P 500. “There’s
already been an impact. The question is how much
more of an impact is it going to be. Combined with
sluggish sales, it’s not a good combination for senti-
ment in anything retail right now,” said Michael
James, managing director of equity trading at
Wedbush Securities in Los Angeles. Retailers have
been struggling from the tightening grip of
Amazon.com, and, more recently, investors have
worried that wage pressures could become a big-
ger risk for the group.

US government data this week seemed to add
to the concerns. US retail sales unexpectedly fell
in April as households cut back on purchases of
motor vehicles and other goods. The results from
retailers in the coming days round out an earn-
ings season that has been mostly better than
expected. First-quarter S&P 500 earnings now
are expected to have risen 1.4percent from a year
ago versus a 2.0percent decline estimated at the
start of April , according to IBES data from
Refinitiv. That has eased worries that the S&P
500 would have a “profit recession” of at least
two straight quarters of declining earnings this
year, but the latest developments on the trade
front only further cloud the earnings outlook for
retailers and other companies.

“It’s the biggest macro wild card for the market,”
said Anthony Saglimbene, global market strategist at
Ameriprise Financial in Troy, Michigan. So far, there
has only been limited impact in the retail space from
tariffs, according to Bank of America Merrill Lynch
analysts. “We see food and discount retailers as
largely insulated from the recent tariff increase to
25percent on $200 billion of Chinese imports,” they
wrote in a note on Thursday. —Reuters

Wall Street Week Ahead

HON KHOI: The salt farmers of Hon Khoi rise before
dawn as they have for generations, fanning out across
shallow seawater pools in southern Vietnam to harvest
the precious mineral, hoping for a better season than
the last. The work is punishing and the incomes unsta-
ble, subject to seesawing demand swayed by foreign
imports, and increasingly unpredictable weather pat-
terns. Many people in the sleepy seaside town in Khanh
Hoa province have worked much of their lives in the salt
fields-an Instagram hotspot where workers wearing
conical hats ferry mountains of the saline crystals in
bamboo baskets along reflective ponds against a set-
ting sun.

They shuffle carefully along narrow ledges separat-
ing the rectangular plots that are pumped full of salty
seawater. But the farmers say life is tough on the fields
where they toil during the annual harvesting season
from January to June.

“This job is no fun at all, we have to work so hard in
the sun and then during the cool season we are off,”
said Nguyen Thanh Lai, his tan skin weathered from
nearly four decades working in the fields.

He sells his harvest to local traders who pass it up
the value chain until it reaches dining tables or factories
around Vietnam, where it is used to preserve fish, con-
coct Southeast Asia’s popular, pungent fish sauce, or
make soda water.

Lai has long struggled to raise his five kids, but he
says both demand and market price used to be more
reliable. “In the past we didn’t make losses in salt pro-
duction, now there are losses,” the 60-year-old told
AFP, wearing two hats to shield from the searing morn-
ing sun.

As technical supervisor, he typically earns around
$360 a month during the harvesting season-more than
double what most salt workers take home.

But his income zigzags depending on demand, which
itself fluctuates based on imports from abroad.

Climate woes 
Vietnam produced about one million tons of salt in

2015, according to the latest official data, and often
clocks surpluses, but it still ships salt in, mostly from
China and India. The country imported 500,000 tons
of the mineral in 2017 despite a 147,000-tonne surplus
of domestic production.

The imported product is of a quality required for
industrial use, something the local salt is not always
suitable for. Officials at the Ministry of Agriculture and
Rural Development did not respond to AFP’s requests
for comment.

But unpredictable demand is not all Vietnam’s salt
farmers are up against.

In Hon Khoi-a popular tourist destination for
throngs of visitors who pack its white sandy beaches-
farmers are also contending with climate change.

Shifting weather patterns have upended work in an
industry that depends on sunny, dry days for maximum
production. “If the weather is good, we can work for six
months. If it rains, we all go hungry,” said Nguyen
Quang Anh, who has labored in the fields for two
decades. 

“Climate change really has had an impact because
salt production needs stable weather,” the 57-year-old
farmer said. The UN says climate change has “under-
mined” the lives of farmers in Vietnam, where the wet
season has come earlier or brought in heavier rains in
recent years. 

“In Vietnam and elsewhere, climate change has put
weather in flux. When you can no longer plan for the
future, you can only hope,” said Dechen Tsering, UN
Environment’s Regional Director for Asia and the
Pacific. Vietnamese authorities vowed to reform the
sector in 2014, rolling out a 15-year plan to modern-
ize the industry in a bid to help struggling farmers
like Anh. 

The blueprint called for production to triple by

2030, promised new technology, and called on local
officials to support farmers hit by fluctuating weath-
er patterns. 

Few have felt the impact of the plan-or ever heard
about i t- in  Hon Khoi , where the sal t  industry
remains the main employer.  That means many are

taking a gamble on the sector.
“Sometimes I’m nervous, but I’m in the business so I

have to accept the risks,” said Nguyen Van Vinh, who
just started working in the fields this season to supple-
ment his income running a small stationery shop. “If I
don’t harvest salt, I won’t earn enough.”  —AFP

Mineral misery deepens as incomes become unstable

Vietnam salt farmers battered by 
imports, unpredictable weather

HANOI: Vietnam’s salt farmers toil in the fields during the annual harvesting season from January to
June.— AFP

Take this app: 
Tech firms tackle 
opioid crisis 
with software
WASHINGTON: Technology firms are
taking aim at the opioid crisis and relat-
ed health problems with a new class of
treatments-digital therapeutics-deliv-

ered by smartphone. These new treat-
ments, backed by medical research and
offered by prescription, are seen as
potential ways to supplement, and in
some cases replace, pharmaceuticals to
treat addiction and an array of other
mental and physical health issues.
Smartphone technology may be well-
suited to behavioral therapy for addic-
tion, depression and other disorders by
making treatment more accessible and
trackable by medical professionals,
researchers say.

“Digital therapeutics are validated
scientific treatments delivered in the

form of software, which can increase
access and provide an immediacy,” said
Yuri Maricich, head of the clinical and
regulatory team at Pear Therapeutics.
The company has received approval in
the United States for apps to treat opi-
oid addiction and other kinds of sub-
stance abuse. “It’s the same level of rigor
(as pharmaceuticals) in terms of how the
products are manufactured. We’ve run
randomized clinic trials to make sure it
produces the desired outcome and that
it is safe,” Maricich said.

In January, Pear launched in coordi-
nation with Novartis unit Sandoz the

reSET-O prescription digital therapeutic
12-week cognitive behavioral therapy to
treat opioid addiction after receiving
approval by the US Food and Drug
Administration. It is offered with the
commonly used medication buprenor-
phine for adults under the care of a ther-
apist. The app includes a dashboard that
allows medical teams to monitor a
patient’s progress and offer reminders
and training. The patient follows on-
screen prompts by answering quiz ques-
tions, reporting medication usage and
reporting substance use, cravings and
triggers. —AFP


